Playitas Resort is Europe´s best Sport Resort in Europe, located on the
Island of Fuerteventura, a sports paradise of tranquillity and sunshine.
Our main goal is to reach the maximum satisfaction of our customers
and our staff, living the philosophy of Playitas, which is based on our
healthy lifestyle strategy and sportive commitments... Our second
extreme lifestyle Resort “la Pared powered by Playitas” welcomes surf,
mountain biker and motocross enthusiasts.
Are you fit enough to join our international team?

We welcome Talents for the position of:
FOOD & BEVERAGE ASSISTANT
Responsibilities:
➢ To support the Food & Beverage Manager in the daily operations and support
operations within budgeted guidelines to the highest quality standards.
➢ To maintain an excellent level of internal and external customer service.
➢ To provide together with the Food & Beverage team exceptional services, assist
in the purchasing of products and provide improvements.
➢ To perform the main duties of the Food & Beverage Manager in his/her absence.
➢ To support in the management of the F&B team by attracting, recruiting, training
and evaluating talented team members.
➢ To work on Healthy Food by Playitas objectives, KPIs, schedules, policies and
procedures.
➢ To provide two-way to communication the F&B team, create a positive
environment on motivation and teamwork.
➢ Comply with all health and safety standards.
➢ Report sales and productivity results to the Operations Director.
Requirements and necessary skills:
➢ Proven food and beverage experience.
➢ Working knowledge of various computer software programs (MS Office,
restaurant management software, POS).
If you are the ideal person for this job and a sports enthusiast, send your CV to

jobs@playitas.net

➢ Ability to spot and resolve problems efficiently.
➢ Communication and leadership skills.
➢ Up to date with food and beverages trends and best practices.
➢ Meet financial targets.
➢ Guest-oriented and service-minded.
➢ Culinary school diploma or degree in food service management or related field.
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